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AIRBAG APPARATUS

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present invention relates to an airbag apparatus for a vehicle for protecting

an occupant of the vehicle in the case of a collision.

[0002] Typical airbag apparatuses have a retainer to which an airbag is connected, an

inflator for generating gas for inflating the airbag, and a cover for covering the

airbag. The inflator generates gas to inflate the airbag in a car crash. The

airbag opens the cover to inflate into the interior of a vehicle.

[0003] Certain airbag apparatuses include a vent hole. When an occupant hits against

an inflated airbag, gas in the airbag flows out through the vent hole to absorb

impact applied to the occupant.

[0004] In general, the vent hole is kept closed until the inner pressure of the airbag

increases to a predetermined level in order to prevent the gas from flowing out

early through the vent hole. United State Patent Nos. 6,158,770 and 5,743,558

(both incorporated by reference herein) disclose a vent hole having a valve for

closing the vent hole. The valve is opened by a drive unit. The drive unit,

however, increases the weight of an airbag apparatus and also increases the

cost.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention provides an airbag apparatus having a vent hole that

reliably opens when the inner pressure of the airbag has reached a

predetermined level.

[0006] An airbag apparatus according to the present invention has an airbag including

an inner bag and an outer bag, wherein gas from a gas generating means is

supplied into the inner bag to inflate the inner bag; the gas is discharged
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through an opening of the inner bag into the outer bag to inflate the outer bag;

and the gas in the outer bag is discharged through a vent hole. The vent hole

is provided to a retainer to which at least one of the inner bag and the outer

bag is connected; and the vent hole has a mechanism for closing the vent hole

until the inner pressure of the outer bag reaches a predetermined level.

[0007] With the airbag apparatus according to the invention, when the gas generating

means is activated, gas is let in the inner bag to inflate the inner bag. The gas

in the inner bag then flows into the outer bag to inflate the outer bag. When an

occupant contacts the outer bag the inner pressure thereof has exceeded a

predetermined level, the vent-hole closing mechanism opens and gas is

discharged through the vent hole.

[0008] According to an embodiment of the present invention, while the inner bag

inflates, the pressure in the outer bag is much lower than that of the inner bag,

so that the closing mechanism does not open. Also, the closing mechanism

does not open until gas flows out from the inner bag into the outer bag and

thus the gas pressure in the outer bag reaches a predetermined level.

[0009] Accordingly, with a structure in which a folded airbag is covered with a cover

and the cover is pushed open by the inflation pressure of the inner bag, little

gas is supplied into the outer bag until the cover opens. As a result, the

pressure in the outer bag is kept extremely low and the vent-hole closing

mechanism is kept closed. When the cover is pushed open, the outer bag

inflates sufficiently with the gas from the inner bag. Even when the outer bag

inflates sufficiently, the closing mechanism is kept closed until the occupant

contacts the outer bag.

[0010] When the occupant has contacted the airbag to increase the inner pressure of

the outer bag to a predetermined level or more, the closing mechanism opens
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and the gas flows out through the vent hole.

[001 1] The inflated airbag can receive the occupant securely. The outer bag holds a

sufficient amount of gas therein and so when the occupant contacts the outer

bag at a high speed, the gas flows out from the outer bag to absorb the impact.

[0012] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the

following detailed description are exemplary and explanatory only, and are not

restrictive of the invention as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] These and other features, aspects, and advantages of the present invention will

become apparent from the following description, appended claims, and the

accompanying exemplary embodiments shown in the drawings, which are

briefly described below.

[0014] Fig. 1 is a sectional view of a passenger-side airbag apparatus according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0015] Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus immediately after a module

cover has started to open.

[0016] Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus when an outer bag has fully

inflated.

[0017] Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus after an occupant has hit

against the outer bag.

[0018] Fig. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a vent-hole closing mechanism

according to an embodiment of the present invention. .

[0019] Fig. 6 is a sectional view of an essential part of the vent-hole closing

mechanism.
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[0020] Fig. 7 is an operational characteristic diagram of the airbag apparatus of Fig. 1.

[0021] Fig. 8 is a sectional view of a driver-seat airbag apparatus according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0022] Fig. 9 is an exploded perspective view of a retainer and a breakable sheet.

[0023] Fig. 10 is an enlarged sectional view of the vicinity of a vent hole.

[0024] Fig. 1 1 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus immediately after a module

cover has started to open.

[0025] Fig. 12 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus after an outer bag has fully

inflated.

[0026] Fig. 13 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus after an occupant has hit

against the outer bag.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0027] Embodiments of the present invention will be described hereinafter with

reference to the drawings. Fig. 1 is a sectional view of a passenger-side airbag

apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 2 is a

sectional view of the airbag apparatus immediately after a module cover has

started to open; Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus when an

outer bag has fully inflated; Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus

after an occupant has hit against the airbag; Fig. 5 is an exploded perspective

view of a vent-hole closing means; Fig. 6(a) is a sectional view of an essential

part of the vent-hole closing means, showing the structure thereof; Fig. 6(b) is

a sectional view of an essential part of the vent-hole closing means when it

opens; and Fig. 7 is an operational characteristic diagram of the airbag

apparatus.
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[0028] The airbag apparatus 10 may be a passenger-side airbag apparatus mounted on

the top of an instrument panel (not shown) in front of a front passenger seat of

a vehicle. Numeral 8 in Fig. 4 denotes a windshield of a car.

[0029] As shown in Fig. 1, the airbag apparatus 10 includes a retainer 12 of which

the front side is open, an airbag formed of an inner bag 14 and an outer bag

16)arranged in the retainer 12 in a folded condition, a substantially column-

like inflator 1 8 serving as a gas generating means for inflating the airbag, a

module cover 20 for covering the front opening of the retainer 12, a vent holes

22 provided to the retainer 12, and a lid 24 serving as a closing mechanism for

closing the vent hole 22. The module cover 20 is mounted to the retainer 12

with a mounting member 20b. A tear line 20a is provided on the back of the

module cover 20.

[0030] The retainer 12 is open on the top thereof in Fig. 1 and has a recess 12a on the

bottom, which expands outward in a semicircular shape. The lower half of the

inflator 18 is arranged in the recess 12a and fixed on the bottom of the retainer

12 with a holding member 30 covering from above. The entire holding

member 30 is also semicircular along the outer periphery of the inflator 18.

The holding member 30 has an opening 32 for passing gas through.

[0031] The inner bag 14 has a capacity from about 1 .5 times as high as that of the

retainer 1 2 to about half of that of the outer bag 1 6. The outer bag 1 6 has a

capacity equal to that of a general passenger-side airbag. The inner bag 14 is

arranged in the outer bag 16. The end of the inner bag 14 has one or more

gas-through openings 34 for communicating the inside of the inner bag 14

with the inside of the outer bag 16.

[0032] The inner bag 14 and the outer bag 16 have openings 36 and 38, respectively,

as shown in Fig. 1. The rims of the openings 36 and 38 are sandwiched and
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fixed between the holding member 30 and the bottom of the retainer 12. The

holding member 30 and the openings 36 and 38 are each fixed to the retainer

12 with a bolt 40 and a nut 42.

[0033] The vent hole 22 is provided at the lower part of the side of the inner bag 14.

In this embodiment, the outer bag 16 has an opening 44 in the position

overlapping with the vent hole 22. The lid 24 is placed on the opening 44

from the inside of the outer bag 16, the rims of the lid 24 and the opening 44

being fixed to the rim of the vent hole 22 of the retainer 12 with a holding

member 46. The lid 24 includes a substantially disk-shaped body 24b and a

plurality of projections 24a project radially from the periphery thereof. A

thick plate 24c is placed on the center of the body 24b. The diameter of the

disk-shaped body 24b is smaller than that of the vent hole 22.

[0034] As shown in Fig. 5, a packing or gasket 50 may be positioned between the

outer bag 16 (not shown in Fig. 5) and the inner surface of the retainer 12.

The holding member 46 is shaped like a rectangular plate having a through

hole 46a in the center. The thick plate 24c of the lid 24 is fitted in the through

hole 46a.

[0035] Stud bolts 46b project from the four corners of the holding member 46. The

packing 50, the retainer 12, and the rim of the opening 44 of the outer bag 16

have small holes 50h and 12h (small holds of the outer bag 16 are not shown)

for passing the stud bolts 46b through, respectively. The stud bolts 46b are

inserted in the small holes with the lid 24 interposed between the holding

member 46 and the outer bag 16, and nuts 52 are tightened to the stud bolts

46b, thereby retaining the lid 24 to the retainer 12. The projections 24a of the

lid 24 are sandwiched between the holding member 46 and the retainer 12.

[0036] As shown in Fig. 1, the inner bag 14 may be placed in a relatively inner part of
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the retainer 12 in a folded condition. How the inner bag 14 and the outer bag

1 6 are folded is not limited to that in the drawing.

[0037] The operation of the exemplary airbag apparatus 10 will now be described.

[0038] When the inflator 18 is activated to emit gas in a car crash, the gas from the

inflator 18 enters into the inner bag 14 through the gas-through opening 32 of

the holding member 30 to inflate the inner bag 14 first. As shown in Fig. 2,

the inner capacity of the inner bag 14 is higher than that of the retainer 12. As

a result, when the inner bag 14 inflates, the module cover 20 is torn open

along the tear line 20a by the inflation pressure of the inner bag 14. The inner

bag 14 pushes open the module cover 20 to inflate into the interior of the

vehicle.

[0039] Only a small amount of gas flows out from the inner bag 14 into the outer bag

16 through the gas-through openings 34 until the inner bag 14 starts to inflate

into the interior of the vehicle, so that the outer bag 16 remains relatively un-

inflated as the outer bag is pushed out from the retainer 12 by the inner bag 14.

[0040] After the inner bag 14 has sufficiently inflated, a large amount of gas in the

inner bag 14 is discharged into the outer bag 16 through the gas-through

openings 34, and so the outer bag 16 inflates sufficiently to protect the

occupant, as shown in Fig. 3.

[0041] When the occupant contacts the outer bag 16, and so the inner pressure of the

outer bag 16 has increased to exceed the predetermined level, the projections

24a of the lid 24 facing the through hole 46a of the holding member 46, shown

in Figs. 4 and 6(b), are not able to endure the pressure applied from the outer

bag 16 to the body 24b. Thus, the projections 24a break and the body of the

lid 24b is pushed out through the vent hole 22. Accordingly, the vent hole 22
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is opened, through which the gas in the outer bag 16 is discharged to absorb

the impact energy of the occupant sufficiently.

[0042] Fig. 7 is a graph showing the operational characteristics of the airbag

apparatus 10. When the inflator 18 is activated, the gas from the inflator 18 is

first let in the inner bag 14 to increase the inner pressure of the inner bag 14,

thereby tearing open the module cover 20, as shown in Fig. 7.

[0043] When the module cover 20 is torn open and the inner bag 14 pushes open the

module cover 20 to inflate, the gas in the inner bag 1 4 flows into the outer bag

16 through the gas-through openings 34. Thus, the outer bag 16 inflates

sufficiently wide. However, even when the outer bag 16 inflates sufficiently

wide, the inner pressure of the outer bag 1 6 does not exceed the predetermined

level, so that the lid 24 does not open. Accordingly, the outer bag 16 inflates

sufficiently wide to thereby receive the occupant securely.

[0044] Thereafter, when the occupant has hit against the outer bag 16, and so the

inner pressure of the outer bag 1 6 has increased to the predetermined level, the

lid 24 opens to open the vent hole 22. Therefore, the gas in the outer bag 16

flows out to absorb the impact sufficiently.

[0045] Fig. 7 shows the change in the inner pressure of the outer bag 16 after the

occupant has entered the outer bag 16 in the case where the retainer 12 has not

the vent hole 22, by a chain double-dashed line.

[0046] The adjustment of the cross-sectional area (the width and the thickness) and

the number of the projections 24a of the lid 24 allows the control of the inner

pressure of the outer bag 16 during the opening of the vent hole 22.

[0047] Referring to Figs. 8 to 13, another embodiment of the invention will then be

described.
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[0048] Fig. 8 is a sectional view of a driver-seat airbag apparatus according to an

embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 9 is an exploded perspective view

of a retainer and a breakable sheet of the airbag apparatus; Fig. 10 is an

enlarged sectional view of the vicinity of a vent hole of the airbag apparatus;

Fig. 1 1 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus immediately after a module

cover has started to open; Fig. 12 is a sectional view of the airbag apparatus

after an outer bag has fully inflated; and Fig. 13 is a sectional view of the

airbag apparatus after an occupant has hit against it.

[0049] An airbag apparatus 60 is a driver-seat airbag apparatus arranged inside a

steering wheel 58.

[0050] The airbag apparatus 60 includes a retainer 62, an inflator 64 mounted to the

retainer 62, an inner bag 66, an outer bag 68, and a module cover 70 for

covering the folded airbag (the inner bag 66 and the outer bag 68).

[0051] The retainer 62 includes a main surface 62a (see Fig. 9) to which the inner bag

66 is mounted and upstanding pieces 62b standing rearward (opposite to the

occupant) from the rim of the main surface 62a. The module cover 70 has legs

70a on the side, which are fastened to the upstanding pieces 62b of the retainer

62 with rivets 72. As shown in Fig. 10, the rim of the outer bag 68 is

sandwiched between the legs 70a and the upstanding pieces 62b. The rivets

72 also pass through the rim of the outer bag 68.

[0052] The inflator 64 is secured to the retainer 62 such that the upper end thereof

comes in the inner bag 66 through an inflator-mounting opening 76 in the

main surface 62a. Reference numeral 78 denotes an airbag mounting member

called a ferrule. The opening rim of the inner bag 66 is sandwiched between

the ferrule 78 and the opening 76 of the main surface 62a, and thus the inner

bag 66 is secured to the retainer 62. Bolts 80 are fixed to the ferrule 78. The
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bolts 80 are inserted in bolt insertion holes of the opening rim of the inner bag

66, the main surface 62a of the retainer 62 and a flange 64a of the inflator 64

and nuts 82 are tightened to the bolts 80.

[0053] The module cover 70 has a tear line 70b for tearing open the module cover 70

on the back.

[0054] As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the main surface 62a of the retainer 62 has a

plurality of vent holes 84 along the outer periphery thereof. A breakable sheet

(hereinafter, simply referred to as a sheet) 86 is superposed on the main

surface 62a to close the vent holes 84. The sheet 86 is made of flexible resin,

woven fabric, and the like but is not limited to that. In the exemplary

embodiment shown in Figs. 8-13, the sheet 86 is bonded to the main surface

62a with a bonding or adhesive agent; however, the way of fixing the sheet 86

is not limited to that.

[0055] The inner bag 66 is arranged inside the outer bag 68, as shown in the drawing.

The capacity of the inner bag 66 is from about 1.5 times as high as that of the

space surrounded by the module cover 70 and the main surface 62a of the

retainer 62 to about half of that of the outer bag 68. The outer bag 68 has a

capacity substantially equal to that of a general driver-seat airbag.

[0056] The end of the inner bag 66 has gas-through openings 90 for communicating

the inside of the inner bag 66 with the inside of the outer bag 68.

[0057] The operation of the driver-seat airbag apparatus 60 with such an arrangement

will now be described.

[0058] When the inflator 64 is activated to emit gas in a car crash, the gas from the

inflator 64 is let in the inner bag 66 to inflate the inner bag 66 first. Referring

to Fig. 1 1 , since the inner capacity of the inner bag 66 is higher than that of the
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space surrounded by the module cover 70 and the main surface 62a of the

retainer 62, the module cover 20 is torn open along the tear line 70b by the

inflation pressure of the inner bag 66 when the inner bag 66 has inflated. The

inner bag 66 pushes open the module cover 70 to inflate into the interior of the

vehicle.

[0059] Only a small amount of gas flows out from the inner bag 66 into the outer bag

68 through the gas-through openings 90 at the end of the inner bag 66 until the

inner bag 66 starts to inflate into the interior of the vehicle, so that the outer

bag 68 is pushed out in a generally un-inflated condition by the inner bag 66

into the interior of the vehicle.

[0060] When the inner bag 66 has sufficiently inflated, the gas in the inner bag 66 is

discharged into the outer bag 68 through the gas-through openings 90, and the

outer bag 68 inflates sufficiently wide, as shown in Fig. 12.

[0061] Referring to Fig. 13, when the occupant has hit against the outer bag 68, and

so the inner pressure of the outer bag 68 has increased to exceed the

predetermined level, the breakable sheet 86 is broken by the pressure applied

from the inside of the outer bag 68 to open the vent holes 84. Accordingly, the

gas in the outer bag 68 is discharged through the vent holes 84 to absorb the

impact of the occupant sufficiently.

[0062] Also in the airbag apparatus 60, even when the inner pressure of the inner bag

66 has become high before the module cover 70 is pushed open, the gas does

not flows out through the vent holes 84, which allows the airbag to inflate

early and the low-capacity inflator to be provided. Of course, when the

occupant has hit against the airbag apparatus 60 to increase the inner pressure

of the outer bag 68 to a predetermined level, the vent holes 84 are opened

without failure.
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[0063] The airbag apparatus according to the invention can be applied not only to

occupant protection airbags but also to pedestrian protection airbag

apparatuses, e.g., and that deploy outward of the vehicle.

[0064] As described above, the invention provides an airbag apparatus capable of

keeping the vent hole closed until the inner pressure of the outer bag has

increased to a predetermined level by the crash of the occupant, thereby

inflating an airbag early or providing a low-capacity gas generating means.

When the occupant has hit against the outer bag to increase the inner pressure

of the outer bag to the predetermined level, the vent hole is opened without

failure to absorb the impact of the occupant.

[0065] The priority application, Japanese Patent Application No. 2002-3 12955 filed

on October 28, 2002, is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

[0066] Given the disclosure of the present invention, one versed in the art would

appreciate that there may be other embodiments and modifications within the

scope and spirit of the invention. Accordingly, all modifications attainable by

one versed in the art from the present disclosure within the scope and spirit of

the present invention are to be included as further embodiments of the present

invention. For example, any and all embodiments of the lid 24 and the sheet

86 are intended to be included in the scope of the present invention. The

scope of the present invention is to be defined as set forth in the following

claims.
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